
 
 

 

 

 
I. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1.  

A. mother    

B. tongue    

C. some    

D. today 

2.  

A. pretty    

B. theater    

C. different    

D. student 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that does not belong to the group. 

3. 

A. two    

B. third    

C. fourth    

D. first 

4.  

A. stove    

B. fridge    

C. bridge    

D. cooker 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

5. Linda prefers reading books to play video games. 

A. prefers  
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B. reading  

C. to  

D. play 

6. Sarah participates on a lot of competitions and often plays very well in them. 

A. on  

B. competitions  

C. plays  

D. in 

7. If you climb the mountain, you will sees a lot of flowers. 

A. climb  

B. will  

C. sees  

D. flowers 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each 

of the following exchanges. 

8. - Tim: “Make yourself at home.” - Mai: “   ” 

A. Yes, Can I help you?  

B. Not at all. Don’t mention it. 

C. Thanks! Same to you.  

D. That’s very kind. Thank you. 

9. - Where’s the book? -      

A. Oh, I see nothing  

B. Really? I don’t remember it. 

C. It’s over there. It’s on the table.  

D. It’s not my problem. 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions.  

10. I think she ________agree with this idea. 

A. is                       

B. isn’t                   

C. don’t                 



 
D. doesn’t 

11. She bought a _______ of bread so we can make sandwiches. 

A. loaf   

B. bar    

C. bowl   

D. slide 

12. Sports like riding a bicycle_______ running use a lot of calories. 

A. but    

B. and   

C. or    

D. so 

13. We always need more players. Why don’t you come _______? 

A. on    

B. along   

C. with   

D. after 

14. What _________ you on your last birthday? 

A. did your father give 

C. is your father giving  

B. does your father give 

D. will your father give 

15. Mr. Brown is ________for an apartment for his family now. 

A. look   

B. to look   

C. looked   

D. looking 

16. You should always keep your bedroom __________. 

A. tidily   

B. untidy   

C. tidy   

D. more tidy 



 
17. How _________ is it from your house to your school? 

A. far    

B. long   

C. old    

D. much 

18. What’s your village __________? 

A. be    

B. being   

C. like   

D. alike 

19. __________ does your family live? – In Nam Dinh province. 

A. Where   

B. What   

C. When   

D. Why 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

20. I don’t think I can ever live on my own in a big city. 

A. poorly   

B. alone   

C. freely   

D. hungry 

21. The city of Hue is very famous for its Royal Tombs. 

A. infamous   

B. little-known  

C. well-known  

D. unpopular 

VII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Tokyo, which is the (22) _______ city of Japan, is one of the three largest cities in the world. 

(23) _______ the twelfth century, Japan’s capital was an island city named Kyoto. Six hundred 



 
years later, many people (24) _________ Kyoto moved east to a city called Yedo, renamed it 

Tokyo, and (25) _______this city the capital of Japan. Today, Tokyo is a (26) ______ place. 

It is a center for business and education. It is also a center for religion. 

22.  

A. capital   

B. town   

C. country   

D. street 

23.  

A. On   

B. In    

C. At    

D. Under 

24.  

A. of   

B. from   

C. to    

D. off 

25.  

A. making   

B. makes   

C. made   

D. cause 

26.  

A. quite   

B. busily   

C. noise   

D. busy 

VIII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions. 

 



 
Some people like small dogs. Some people like big dogs. Trevor likes huge dogs. The bigger 

the dog, the better, as far as Trevor was concerned. A lot of people are afraid of big dogs. But 

Trevor was not. When Trevor was six, the family across the street got a Great Dane. It was the 

biggest dog that Trevor had ever seen. He couldn’t believe how huge it was. The dog stood 

almost three feet tall, and its head was bigger than a toaster. Its nose was the size of a big, 

brown, wet baseball. The dog’s name was Hamlet. Trevor loved Hamlet as if it was his own 

dog. Trevor was happy when the neighbors let him take care of Hamlet when they went away 

for a weekend. When Trevor’s parents saw what a good job he did, they decided that he was 

ready for a dog of his own. 

27. How old was Trevor when the family across the street got a Great Dane? 

A. 3    

B. 4    

C. 5    

D. 6 

28. The dog’s head was bigger than a _____. 

A. toaster   

B. ball   

C. box   

D. egg 

29. Which of the following is TRUE? 

A. Everyone likes small dogs. 

B. Everyone likes big dogs. 

C. Some people like small dogs. Some people like big dogs. 

D. No one likes big dogs. 

30. How did Trevor feel when the neighbors let him take care of the dog? 

A. scared   

B. worried   

C. happy   

D. sad 

31. According to Trevor’s parents, he was ____for a dog of his own. 

A. unavailable  



 
B. available   

C. unready   

D. ready 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 

of the following questions.  

32. No one in my team is more careful than him. 

A. He is the best careful in my team. 

B. He is the carefuliest in my team. 

C. He is the most careful in my team. 

D. He is most careful in my team. 

33. We are used to travelling by bus. 

A. We like travelling by bus. 

B. We are interested in travelling by bus. 

C. We are fond of travelling by bus. 

D. We are accustomed to travelling by bus. 

34. It’s necessary for children to learn to swim. 

A. Learning to swim is necessary for children. 

B. Learning to swim necessary for children. 

C. Learn to swim is necessary for children. 

D. Children need learning to swim. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 

sentences in the following questions.  

35. He got up late. He missed the school bus. 

A. He got up late, so he missed the school bus. 

B. Because he got up late, so he missed the school bus. 

C. Because he missed the school bus, he got up late. 

D. Both A & B are correct. 

36. The box is very heavy. You can’t carry it. 

A. The box is so heavy for you to carry. 

B. The box is too heavy for you to carry. 

C. You are not strong enough to carry the box. 



 
D. Both B & C are correct. 

37. Hoa doesn’t like fish. Her mum also doesn’t like fish. 

A. Hoa and her mum doesn’t like fish. 

B. Hoa and her mum don’t like fish. 

C. Hoa and her mum like fish. 

D. Hoa and her mum likes fish. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the meaningful sentence written by using the 

word(s or phrase(s) given in each of the following questions.  

38. It/ be/ interesting/ read/ comics/ free time. 

A. It’s interesting to read comics in your free time. 

B. It’s interesting reading comics in your free time. 

C. It’s interesting to read comics at your free time. 

D. It’s interesting when read comics in your free time. 

39. Last night/ they/ decide/ have/ party/ their friends. 

A. Last night, they decide having a party with their friends. 

B. Last night, they decide to have a party with their friends. 

C. Last night, they decided to having a party with their friends. 

D. Last night, they decided to have a party with their friends. 

40. What/ you/ have/ breakfast/ this morning? 

A. What did you have for breakfast in this morning? 

B. What did you have for breakfast this morning? 

C. What do you have for breakfast in this morning? 

D. What do you have for breakfast this morning? 

---------------------------The end ------------------------------ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
ĐÁP ÁN 

Sưu tầm và chỉnh sửa: Ban chuyên môn Loigiaihay.com 

1. D  2. A  3. A 4. C 5. D 

6. A 7. C 8. D   9. C  10. D 

11. A 12. B  13. B  14. A  15. D  

16. C  17. A 18. C  19. A 20. B  

21. C  22. A  23. B 24. B  25. C 

26. D  27. D  28. A  29. C  30. C 

31. D  32. C  33. D 34. A 35. A 

36. B  37. B  38. A  39. D  40. B  

 


